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				The Best Boat Flags


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Sea navigation unleashes adrenaline, but before fun and games, there are many safety precautions to follow. Perhaps, one of the unseen significant parts of boats is a flag. Why do we need flags for boats? … 

Read more
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				How to Replace Boat Carpet – The Detailed Guide for Every Step


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					The boat carpet is a great addition to a boat. It provides better looks and can prevent potential slipping. However, a carpet will slowly wear down because of exposure to rough environmental conditions, hence losing … 

Read more
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				The Best Pontoon Seats: Lounge, Bench & Captain Seats


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Adding a splash of life to a pontoon interior design is straightforward with the best pontoon seats. Not only are these pieces of furniture instrumental in giving a luxurious vibe to a party vessel, such … 

Read more
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				The Best Jon Boat Lights


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Jon boats are small and simple yet popular fishing boats. They are not only inexpensive to buy, but their ownership and maintenance costs are also affordable. Thanks to these factors, Jon boat owners can invest … 

Read more
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				The Best Marine LED Spreader Lights


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					The deck is one of the most important parts of any boat. This is where I socialize with my friends and prepare fishing bait. At night, however, it is harder to do things and have … 

Read more
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				The Best Battery Powered Navigation Lights


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					A responsible boat owner secures the proper navigation lights required by the local authority or the international law. They are essential in the absence of visibility or when sailing from sunset to sunrise. It’s best … 

Read more
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				How to Lock a Kayak to Your Roof Rack? – 4 Methods


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Knowing how to lock a kayak to your roof rack is a crucial skill for owners of small recreational boats. It’s a must-have competency to safeguard kayaks against potential fall-related damage and theft, saving you … 

Read more
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				The Best Boat Navigation Lights


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Lights in the marine industry are always connected with safety. Specifications and requirements are even mandated by the law.For boat owners are on search for the best boat navigation lights, keep in mind that choosing … 

Read more
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				The Best Boat Trailer Lights


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					When you travel by boat, lights are essential for maximum visibility. It’s because most jurisdictions require transports of a vessel to be done at night. So it won’t contribute to traffic congestion. There are chances … 

Read more
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				How to Dock a Boat in a Tight Slip? – 6 Simple Steps


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					How to dock a boat in a tight slip effectively and safely is a competence all boat owners must master. Although docking boats should be as easy as parking a car in a parking lot, … 

Read more
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				What Do the Red and Green Markers Indicate? – Here is Your Answer


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Do you find channel markers so confusing that it becomes difficult to choose which side of the waterway you should pilot your boat in? Navigating your watercraft should be a cinch if you know the … 

Read more
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				What Color are Safe Water Markers and What Do They Do for You?


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Safety is of paramount importance when you are out on the water, and this is especially true when you are sailing on a boat. Among the tools to keep us safe are water markers, and … 

Read more
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				How Wide Is a Boat Trailer? Important Things to Know!


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					A boat trailer is needed by every boater to transport a boat. It also helps with storage and cleaning and maintenance. When you get one, you have to think about ‘how wide is a boat … 

Read more
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				How Do You Keep the Weight Evenly Distributed on a Trailered Boat?


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					With those who are new to using boat trailers to transport their vessels, adjusting the craft’s weight seems to be impossible, especially since your boat’s cargo capacity needs to be distributed evenly. This leads us … 

Read more
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				What Type of Boat Is Most Likely to Have a Planing Hull? – An Expert Explanation


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					While studying boats and ships, it is inevitable that you find it confusing to distinguish different types of boat hulls. After all, they share many common features and fit with a lot of vessels. One … 

Read more
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